A collective brainstorm on violence.

Chapters or Topics

1. Domestic violence (family violence) (Oona)
   a. Spousal abuse
   b. Child abuse
   c. Incest
   d. Murders in families
2. Intimate partner violence (Rebecca)
   a. Date rapes
   b. Rape culture
3. Police violence (Farren)
   a. Officer shootings (e.g., Mike Brown)
   b. Shootings of officers
4. Organized violence
   a. Organized crime
   b. Gangs
   c. Mafia
   d. US Army
5. Media violence
   a. Motion Pictures
   b. Television
   c. Video games
   d. Internet
   e. Social media
6. War
7. Hate crimes (Diego)
   a. Anti-Black
   b. Anti-Jewish
   c. Anti-Immigrant
   d. Anti-Asian
   e. Anti-homosexuality/transgender, etc.
   f. Native Americans on reservations
   g. Violence toward migrant workers/undocumented
8. Mass murderers (theatre shootings) (Mariah)
9. Domestic terrorism (Boston bombing) (Gabriel)
   a. Oklahoma
   b. Boston
   c. Charleston
10. American violence overseas (& anti-American violence)
11. Representational violence (media stereotypes, for example) (Rebecca)
12. The violence of benign neglect – e.g., segregated schools
   a. Institutional/Systemic violence
13. The violence of silence
14. Prison violence (& the violence of imprisonization) (Wit)
15. Death penalty (Hal)
16. Gun control or lack of it
17. Political violence – ideologies of violence
18. ISIS, Ideological/religious violence